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Message from the Guest Editors

Cancer is the leading cause of death worldwide and affects
both adults and children. Risk factors include tobacco use,
unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, and air pollution. Early
detection through screening and diagnostic tools, and
appropriate treatment has helped to reduce cancer
mortality. However, cancer remains a leading cause of
death. The development of comprehensive understanding
of best practices for cancer prevention, diagnosis,
treatment, and survivorship requires multi-faceted
research and innovative solutions to improve the cancer
patient’s journey. This Issue welcomes article, reviews, and
case reports which highlight:

Methods to increase early detection and/or ways to
provide access to screening resources for both
pediatric and adult populations;
Novel approaches for cancer prevention through
lifestyle/behavior modification or environments;
Novel treatments that can be used to treat adult
and pediatric cancers;
Research that addresses survivorship care in
pediatric and adult populations, as well as methods
to improve health; 
Novel approaches to improving the cancer patient
journey from diagnosis, treatment and through
survivorship.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Paul B. Tchounwou
RCMI Center for Urban Health
Disparities Research and
Innovation, Richard Dixon
Research Center, Morgan State
University, 1700 E. Cold Spring
Lane, Baltimore, MD 21251, USA

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Addressing the environmental and public health
challenges requires engagement and collaboration among
clinicians and public health researchers. Discovery and
advances in this  research field play a critical role in
providing a scientific basis for decision-making toward
control and prevention of human diseases, especially the
illnesses that are induced from environmental exposure to
health hazards. IJERPH provides a forum for discussion of
discoveries and knowledge in these multidisciplinary fields.
Please consider publishing your research in this high
quality, peer-reviewed, open access journal.
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